
It’s Clear!
It’s clear, who is the winner between Inbound & Outbound sales for a SaaS
business?

Inbound sales and outbound sales are two different approaches towards sales. Both are widely
being used in the SaaS industry. One is not necessarily better than the other. It all comes down to the
market that you are targeting and the budget that you are working with.

Sales is one of the most important aspects of a company. You can have a great product but if you
can't sell your product to the right people, then you're going to find it very difficult to grow your
business.

Sales is the lifeblood of any business. But SaaS businesses have grown bigger, sales strategies have
evolved to suit the nature of their business. Which is better for SaaS B2B businesses, inbound sales
or outbound sales? Honestly there is no one-size fits all solution.

Let’s first understand, B2B Sales Funnel for a SaaS company
Sales Funnel for SaaS company follows the AIDA principles,and can be branched out in 5
stages:

1. Lead Generation - Top-of-the-funnel stage,purpose is to create awareness of the
Product,consists of:

➔ Identifying right target market or Ideal Customer Profile to generate the leads
➔ Making user experience automation, with the minimal human intervention
➔ Building trust and educating them, raising interest.

2. Lead Nurturing - Stepping the clients up from Intent stage to a Qualified leads,by:
➔ Provide probable solution instead of products features, setting the right intent
➔ Objection Handling by sales & marketing team,in case query has been raised
➔ Engaging Potential customers.

3. Lead Conversion - The satisfied & a happy client is the 100 times best valuable asset
➔ A Satisfied customers, is the best example for how products and it’s feature bring

value to the client
➔ Providing the best and smooth experience to the clients
➔ Keep them updated with the new features

4. Loyalty - Sales or conversion could a primary step but the ultimate goal is customer
retention, which can be handled by:

➔ The best after sales service, is the most powerful zero cost marketing strategy
➔ Inducing customer satisfaction, through surveys



➔ Prompt response on feedbacks, as social channel is a very strong voice now

5. Advocacy - when successful results of clients becomes the best testimonials:
➔ Blog around the success stories of clients can be narrated
➔ Campaigns can easily be run to procurer the similar set of clients
➔ Reviews are the new currency now

By now we understand for the sales funnel to achieve its goal Inbound and Outbound teams have to
work hand in hand.
What are all ways to generate Inbound sales?



When it comes to the "Attract" section of the marketing funnel, SEO is a must-have for SaaS
businesses. People will say things like "wonderful, this looks helpful" if one of your articles pops
up in a Google search.

KPIs, Goals & Performance metrics which are the pillars of Inbound Sales are:

1. SEO - SEO which stands for Search Engine Optimization is the best and long lasting
approach in content optimization.For example using ‘long tail keywords’. SEO
optimization can be handled in majorly three verticals:

● Finding Competitive search,being aware how your competitors are optimizing
and marketing the content works wonders.

● Creating valuable Content, content with rich experience examples of
addressing the user problem is an evergreen approach.

● Right mix of Keywords strength, industry or niche specific, problem specific
which address the real time industry problem, brand related keywords; all
together with the right sets of keywords are one which comes on top list in
organic search bringing maximum traction on websites

2. Snippets - The Most attention grabber organic searches. Share in form of:

● Table; a comparison table which has features as compare to your competitors
● Listicles; a group of pointers what value your product will bring
● Paragraphs; a use case study of a product. How it is bringing value to their

system.

3. Blogging (ToFu) - Blogging comes, top of the Funnel. Target the right keywords with the
strategy to win over your competitors. Using the right set of targeted keywords.

4. Automation - Providing a hasslefree demo experience to the organization, to take a
cumulative decision.  A self registration giving a great demo experience.

5. Killer Landing Page - LP or a great one page website, focus on one goal rather than a
distraction of multiple CTA’s. Persona based Pages, which address the key problem of
the target audience.

6. Retargeting & Optimizing - For the best output always have an organic as well as paid
campaign approach. Retargeting the intent clients and nurture them and bring them a
compelling reason to be a converted client.

Capturing Outbound Sales:
Outbound Sales is more of human involvement. Yet knowing your ICP is equally important, for
the better prospecting to the closure journey of clients.

1. Zero down ICP strategically, by segmentation
● Ideal Customer Profile, should be clear precise and backed by data



● Segmentation of industry if the product can be easily implemented by multiple
industries. Giving right directions to SDRs to follow

● Prospecting it rightly, a very crucial point of contact between SDRs and TG. For
example,clients at ******* experience a 10X confirmed response rate using its
AI/ML latest technology for the right prospecting process, bringing solutions in
real time.

1. Have clear Target goals
SDR’s or Sales reps should have clear goals to achieve, with all objections handling
queries in check.

2. What problem will the product solve
Always bring value to the customers, and explain to them what all problems can be
solved, what value can be generated.

3. Email Marketing - As per research email is the best marketing channel when it comes
to ROI. Best advice from experts, email should be:

● Empathetic Tone - Tone of email should be empathetic more towards solving the
problem

● Compact & Precise - Body of email should focus on solving problems, if
possible sharing a use case with a one CTA.

● Relevant & Balance - While sending mails to the decision makers no points of
saying, ‘hope you doing good’ etc. Be relevant bringing the pain of their industry
or doing a thorough research of the company.

● Share valuable content - Value generates curiosity, so focus has to share some
valuable data, for free with the email body.

Final Thoughts:

● Inbound & Outbound goes hand in hand for a complete marketing strategies with
the clear goals respectively

● Value contribution could be a winning strategy for a SaaS company rather than
features or attributes of products or services

● One can debate on cold emails, but it works best for B2B considering your ICP is
clear.

● Outbound is more target oriented with the focus on best prospecting approach
● Inbound sales allows you to market your product to customers who you know have a need

for it.

Stay tuned for the next article: where we will share metrics to make sales funnel mega successful.


